Differential processing of hierarchical visual stimuli in young and older healthy adults: implications for pathology.
Hierarchical figures in which large (global) forms are constructed from smaller (local) forms (Navon, 1977) have proved valuable in studies of perceptual organisation and hemispheric specialisation in both healthy volunteers and a wide range of neurological and psychiatric patients. In studies using Navon figures, normal young adults typically identify global forms faster than local forms. When the global and local forms are incongruent (e.g., a large E made of smaller Rs), global forms often interfere with local form identification more than vice versa. In two conditions on the same subjects, we contrasted the performance of young (mean age 22 years) and older (mean age 58 years) healthy volunteers on global and local processing. In the directed attention task, subjects were instructed to detect a target letter that occurred at the prespecified local or global level. The young subjects showed, as expected, faster reaction times (RTs) to detect global targets. In contrast, the older subjects showed significantly faster RTs to the local targets. Likewise, in a divided attention task, in which subjects were instructed to detect a target letter that could occur at either the local or the global level, the young adults were slightly quicker to detect the global targets and the older subjects were significantly quicker to detect the local targets. Error rates were generally low and there was no significant speed/accuracy trade-off in either condition. The observed local precedence effects in healthy older subjects were unexpected and are discussed in reference to previous work on differential hemispheric aging. That work has suggested that the left hemisphere is preferentially biased toward local processing and ages relatively slowly while the right hemisphere is biased toward global processing and ages relatively quickly. The implications of such putative differential aging for the interpretation of pathological local/global processing in neurological and psychiatric diseases are also emphasised.